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0 of 0 review helpful Paul Hausleben s new book a winner By Lois G Hausleben I always look forward to reading Paul 
Hausleben s new books but this one was particulary good It had religious overtones humor and just a very good 
storyline I would recommend it to anyone looking for a story that has depth and humor The Miracle Tree is a 
humorous often times hilarious yet poignant and heartwarming novel based upon the continuing adventures of the two 
famous characters ndash Harry M Redmond Junior and his longtime friend Pastor Paul John Henson Now grown into 
manhood The Miracle Tree finds our two friends deeply involved in their own individual lives careers and 
relationships but still retaining that special friendship and bond in which they have enjoyed for many year About the 
Author It is difficult to classify the work of Paul John Hausleben One critic s words might be the best description so 
far when he wrote Mr Hausleben is a myriad of storytelling adventures When Mr Hausleben writes humor he is today 
s Jean Sheph 
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